
Hama DR40BT-PlugIn digital
radio,
FM/DAB/DAB+/Bluetooth
248320

99,00 €

The sound is music to your ears! With this digital radio,
you can enjoy a wide variety of music completely hiss-
free and with superb sound quality thanks to DAB+.
Simply plug the space-saving digital radio into the
nearest socket and off you go.

Music (almost) straight from the socket
There is not room for a radio everywhere, where there would also be an ideal place to listen to the radio - such as in
the bathroom: Often there is no space for a radio here, but especially if you lie comfortably in the bathtub, a little
musical company would be quite nice for the ambience. The DR40BT plug-in is simply plugged into a free socket and
you can enjoy your favorite stations or stream music to the radio speaker. So you do not have to worry about the
power cord lying around and save yourself the time-consuming installation of a flush-mounted radio.

Digital and analog radio reception
Who does not know the eternal search for the perfect, noise-free FM frequency? With digital reception, this search is
now over: DAB + offers 1A sound without any interference. A large number of regional and nation-wide DAB stations
can be received at the push of a button. Is your favorite local channel not digital yet? Thanks to FM mode, you don't
have to do without it.

Stream wirelessly via Bluetooth
The selection of radio stations is huge, but nothing beats the specially created playlist. Thanks to Bluetooth, you can
stream these quickly and easily from your smartphone, tablet, notebook or PC to the radio. Simply pair the radio and
device and enjoy your favorite music.

Connect external music sources via AUX
Via the AUX-IN socket on the device, your favorite pieces of music can be quickly and easily transferred directly from
your mobile phone, tablet or PC to the radio using the audio cable.

SRP 99,00 €

PRODUCT DETAILS

Colour
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Sleep timer and alarm function
With the sleep function, you can allow yourself to be accompanied by your own music. The radio switches itself off
after the preset time. The digital radio accompanies you throughout the day when you get up and you can choose to be
woken up by radio music or by the buzzer. You can save two alarm times: For example, one for your working days and
one for the weekend.

Control directly on the device
For everyone who values uncomplicated music enjoyment: The radio can be operated directly on the device using the
control dial. 30 favorite memory slots each for FM and DAB stations offer enough space for your favorite radio stations
- 2 of them can be selected directly using the favorite buttons on the device for even faster access.

What's in the Box

    •  1 "DR40BT-PlugIn" digital radio
    •  1 dipole antenna
    •  1 audio cable 3.5 mm - 3.5 mm
    •  1 quick-start guide (multilingual)

Specs

Product Attributes

Connections

Reception type: DAB

Radio frequency (FM) 87.5-108

Radio frequency (DAB/DAB+) 174-240

Inputs: 3.5mm Jack

Bluetooth version: 4.1

Features

Snooze: true

Sleep timer: true

Colour display: false

CD player: false

Display size: 2

Energy Management

Input voltage: 100-240

Input AC frequency: 50/60

Power consumption: 5

EAN: 4007249548719

Manufacturer number: 54871

Product weight: 0.33 kilograms
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